Getting-up rehabilitation therapy supported by movement based interaction techniques
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Abstract
Every day the number of diseases related to brain problems increases dramatically. Medical facilities are full of people who need complex rehabilitation processes as a result of suffering from Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer’s disease, brain stroke, or multiple sclerosis, as well as other conditions. Patients often spend a long time travelling every day to get to the corresponding rehabilitation clinics. Physiotherapists carefully attend patients over a period of time, and the exercises are often extremely repetitive. The type of patient suffering from these type of illnesses is unable to perform many common every day actions such as getting-up from a chair, walking in a straight line, picking up objects, etc. The system we propose in this paper provides a way for patients to perform the common rehabilitation process of getting-up from a chair. It monitors and guides the patient when the specialist considers they are prepared to do so. The specialists can focus on the results and the way to improve each rehabilitation process and not just on iterations.
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1. Introduction

Over time, the number of central nervous system diseases has been rapidly increasing. Most of them require a long period of rehabilitation to overcome or partially solve some of the problems they cause. The time devoted to this rehabilitation depends on each case, and it may even take the patient’s whole lifetime: multiple sclerosis, and Parkinson’s disease are clear examples of this. Furthermore, the kinds of exercises that patients have to perform require professional supervision. It takes a long time and a lot of manpower to properly attend every patient. The vast majority of specialized medical centers have long waiting times. The implementation of measures to reduce patient waiting times would improve patient satisfaction and patient rehabilitation.
Specialists could increase the efficiency and accuracy of treatment. Certain tasks took a long time to be performed in the past, but now they may be accomplished faster and automatically due to new technological advances. Technology is widely applied in the health field, although it is not particularly integrated into patient rehabilitation.

Due to the emergence of new interaction devices such as Microsoft Kinect, which allows user movement to be captured, systems have appeared which facilitate the rehabilitation process. These devices allow patients to interact with the application by simply using their body. They do not need to physically interact by manipulating any other hardware, which often proved to be too much trouble for them.

This paper presents a completely functional system for the rehabilitation of a patient performing one of the most common and frequent exercises: getting-up from a chair. The system makes use of movement-based interaction devices. It is focused on both the patient and the specialist. After a period of training together with the specialist, the patient may carry out part of the rehabilitation process at home. Unnecessary travel to healthcare facilities is avoided. The specialist may control the evolution of the patient via the application, and they do not need to be totally occupied on only one patient since the system monitors the patient for them. They are then free to accomplish many other tasks.

Thus, this proposal improves the quality of life for patients, and reduces waiting lists. These are both the main motivations for the implementation of the system we present in this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes a number of related works and solutions that are found in this area. Section 3 provides a complete description of the system: The getting-up monitoring application that allows a patient to practice this frequent rehabilitation exercise. Section 4 presents the results obtained after the completion of two evaluations. Lastly, Section 5 provides some conclusions and future work.

2. Related work

The emergence of devices offering movement-based interaction in casual environments, such as video games, has created great interest with regard to their application in medical settings. Specifically, the rehabilitation processes, including physical exercise, is one of the main areas in which the research community has found a suitable environment in which to apply these techniques.

In the last few years we have been working on several functional movement-based interaction prototypes. Most of them were developed within the healthcare field: notably the automatic detection system for falls and fainting [2], and the balance disorder rehabilitation system [3]. The latter allows the patient to carry out the rehabilitation required that results from certain neurodegenerative disorders. Microsoft Kinect was used as the interaction device for these applications.

Regarding the systems that facilitate the rehabilitation process, a series of virtual games have recently appeared: the so-called serious games. Such applications attempt to motivate patients to carry out the rehabilitation process in a more effective, comfortable and friendly way [1,4,5].

In the following paragraphs, some of the current systems that use movement-based interaction devices for rehabilitation processes are described.

The first noteworthy related study is VirtualRehab [8], a new system for physical rehabilitation that uses the movement-based interaction provided by Kinect. The system allows the monitoring and tracking of patients from any location. The main objective of VirtualRehab is to offer patients an enjoyable way of completing complex rehabilitation processes at home. To this end, the equipment required comprises of a personal computer, Kinect for Windows and a screen. Additionally, VirtualRehab contains a management system that enables medical staff to plan, monitor and review each patient’s progress. The system focuses on specific pathologies: acquired brain damage, neuromuscular diseases, and neurodegenerative diseases and reduced mobility in older adults. To treat these pathologies, VirtualRehab places patients in a virtual world in which they can work with nine games to perform specific movements in order to improve impairments (Fig. 1). These games make it possible to work with the affected parts of the body and physical symptoms, particularly regarding loss of motor ability, movement and posture disorder, and balance and coordination disorder.

SeeMe [7] is another major study on rehabilitation, but in this case, it corresponds to the assessment and treatment of unilateral spatial neglect. This project represents another system for rehabilitation that creates a virtual reality environment without the requirement for head-mounted displays or specialized equipment. SeeMe is a projected video capture of a virtual story in which the patient is embedded through their image. A representation of the patient is generated by capturing the patient performing the activities through a camera and by using specific algorithms for movement and position recognition and analysis. The participants should stand or sit in a specific area and view a monitor in which their virtual representation is shown during the exercises inside the virtual world. For example, patients can be embedded in a game in which they are touching virtual balls. Therefore, the participants can see themselves in a virtual story using trunk and limb movements. Additionally, the medical staff are able to change parameters of the virtual game (based on system indications and staff perceptions) during the rehabilitation procedure in order to adapt exercises and features according to patient progress and needs. In this way, SeeMe generates a set-up where patients and medical staff are together while the patient is working at the medical center.

Lastly, the Reflexion Rehabilitation Measure Tool (RMT) [9] is a Kinect-based system that allows the patient to perform rehabilitation exercises at home. The system gathers patient information, which is then sent to the specialists. It can then be analyzed and the therapy can be changed if
necessary. Interactive feedback is provided to the patient. In this way, they receive entertainment while they properly perform the exercises. An assistant character guides the patient in their performance, and gives them some clues as to how to proceed. A colored shadow represents the patient instead of their real image.

The main difference between the system we propose and those mentioned above is the user interface and some key points regarding the interaction. The proposal we present shows the real image of the patient, even if it is sometimes altered. Patients may watch their real body on the screen, and this provides feedback about what they are doing incorrectly. Thus, they can be made aware of what they are not getting right, so they can change any incorrect postures as they can see themselves. They are able to see exactly what is wrong. They can see exactly where something is wrong. Providing the real image of patients in the interaction may reduce the digital gap for people who are not used to these kinds of applications. Otherwise, the avatars may cause people to make mistakes and not to feel comfortable. Our proposal is not a serious game, but an application for rehabilitation. It is not designed in terms of how games are designed, although some techniques and elements may be found entertaining. It is a rehabilitation exercise, and patients should carry it out in the same way they would do if a specialist were with them.

VirtualRehab proposes non-functional exercises, i.e. exercises that are not based on real ones. They are not typical rehabilitation exercises, but specific movements that patients should accomplish. Obviously, these movements are not random but are thought to be useful in the rehabilitation process. Current rehabilitation processes tackle daily and common situations, such as getting-up from a chair. This is exactly what we intend to focus on.

The SeeMe System provides another way to carry out virtual exercises, but always under the supervision of a specialist. Our proposal allows patients to perform exercises at home without the need to be continuously supervised by a specialist. The system monitors a patient’s movements, and gives them feedback about how to properly proceed. Important information is recorded in every session, and sent to the specialist to study the patient’s evolution. It does require some training. The specialist decides if and when a patient is prepared to perform exercises at home, which is something that is already done in many cases with some basic rehabilitations.

RMT does not provide any kind of customization, or even personalization according to patient needs and evolution. Patients are always different, even if they suffer from the “same” problem. They evolve in very different ways. Some suffer from amputated limbs, reduced mobility, partial disability, etc. The system we propose considers these restrictions, and may adjust some parameters individually in accordance with every patient's circumstances.

3. Getting-up learning exercise

People with brain damage have disorders that hinder their daily life. They can be limited when walking, picking up objects, climbing stairs, etc. These common activities are natural and simple for people without brain handicaps, but those with a neurodegenerative disease or brain damage find them to be an important obstacle. Furthermore, as a consequence of certain diseases, patients must attend a rehabilitation center for long periods of time, in some cases their whole life. The rehabilitation process could be very burdensome for patients and their therapists, because patients have to perform a set of repetitive exercises and therapists may be required to conduct these exercises in order to correct them properly. This, together with the increase in diseases, which forces patients to attend rehabilitation processes, causes an increase in waiting times to obtain a place at one of these centers.

In this regard, the authors have developed a system, the main goal of which is to offer an aid to be used at rehabilitation centers or in the patients' homes in order to help patients in their specific disabilities.

Despite the large number of exercises that the cited patients can perform, the system developed focuses its efforts on one specific and concrete exercise. The exercise consists of guiding people with brain damage to improve or to learn how to get up from a chair. To that end, the system helps patients in the evolution of the exercise by continuously analyzing their postures and movements and guiding them. The patient receives indications to know how to preform and complete each of the steps. In this way, the system uses Kinect to analyze postures and movements, as is shown in Section 3.1. Via a screen, the user is shown the system interface, which contains appropriate indications, corrections and complementary information.

The system is an auxiliary tool that benefits all the main groups of people involved: the patients and their therapists. The patient can perform the exercises in their own home, thus avoiding a trip to the rehabilitation center. Regarding therapists, they find that the system offers them a tool that gives them more time and freedom to perform their work.

The next subsections describe the functionality and the foundations of the system, explaining how they work, how the patients interact with the system and how the system itself guides the patients via the interface.

3.1. Foundations and deployment of the system

Movement interaction is the main technological foundation of the proposal. Related devices help position and movement detection through continuous interaction with users who are in their vision area. They offer the possibility of analyzing each situation and reacting appropriately. However, a more important fact is that movement interaction offers the possibility to control the system by means of the users’ natural movements, such as hand gestures and body postures.

Kinect was the device used to work with movement interaction in order to avoid interfering in the rehabilitation process. This device makes it possible to monitor and correct a patient automatically, while performing the rehabilitation exercises. Kinect has been chosen due for two key reasons. Firstly, Kinect was readily available to the authors and its cost is
not too high in comparison with other devices, without sacrificing essential capabilities. And, secondly, this Microsoft device has already been used in several medical projects. Therefore, its integration in the field has been considerable; this allows us to know that it has a solid foundation.

The objective of the system is to allow the patient’s posture and movements to be checked during the exercise without interruption. Posture and movement identification is performed with the use of the development kit that Microsoft provides. This process is a key element, so explaining how the system performs the identification is essential. The SKD allows for the recognition of all the body joints that Kinect is able to identify: 20 to be precise. These translate to points that are provided to the system through a class that represents the skeleton and offers the user access to them. Once the system obtains this class, the next step is to search for those points, by collecting their position in the obtained parameters that are necessary to identify correct postures. Each position is stored in a specific class that is made up of a set of three values that refer to the exact position of the point in space (x, y and z axes). Once the positions have obtained this representation, the detection of the patient’s posture and movements starts while s/he is sitting on the chair.

The detection procedure is based on the consideration that there are pairs of body parts that may be aligned with a low error rate during some time periods. The following subsection describes the steps to be performed by the patient and which are the body points that have to be aligned in each step. For example, the points related to the shoulders have to be at the same height when the user starts the exercise and is sitting down; otherwise, the patient is badly positioned to start the exercise.

The deployment needed to achieve the objective of the system is composed of two main components. The first is that the server is responsible for holding information about the patients, the supervision of the exercises, the exercises themselves, and the relationships between these elements. This information is needed in order to adapt the interface and the conditions of each exercise in a personalized way. To that end, the Server offers this information through a set of Web Services. The second three components make up the deployment part, related to the place where the exercise is to be carried out: the Kinect device, a personal computer or laptop, and a screen. The deployment of the system is simple, and, if it is deployed in a patient’s home, they can deploy it autonomously. The camera is connected to the personal computer or laptop on which the framework is executed. The Kinect device may be located in front of the chair that users will use during the exercise. At the beginning of the exercise, the system will display a line on the screen where the chair should be correctly positioned. And, finally, the screen is an essential element, showing the system interface. It is recommended to place the screen just above Kinect in order for the user to see their own image correctly. The interface guides the patients as an auxiliary tool by means of advice, corrections and information notes. The interface is described in depth in Section 3.4 due to its importance in the completion of the exercise.

3.2. Exercise description

This exercise is based on the interaction of a person moving from the sitting posture to the standing posture. To perform this exercise it is necessary to have a chair. The actual exercise in rehabilitation therapies is divided into several parts to be performed consecutively and in order:

- **Initial position:** The patient should be seated without being tilted to one side. The back should be straight, forming an angle of ninety degrees with the thighs. The legs should be separated to the width of the shoulders. The knees should form an angle of ninety degrees.
- **Step 1:** The patient should move their feet back, behind the knees. The space between the legs should be the same as in the initial position. The patient must keep the back straight, similar to the initial posture.
- **Step 2:** The patient must move their arms forward, keeping the previous position. At the end, the hands must be ahead of the knees and approximately at chest height, regardless of the separation between them.
- **Step 3:** The patient should tilt his back slightly forward (approximately forty five degrees), keeping to the restrictions of the previous two steps.
- **Step 4:** At this moment, they should start to rise until achieving the standing posture. It is important that the patient does not rock while rising. The therapist should also check that the patient does not put their hands down during this step, as it will be essential to correct their balance when standing up.
- **Final position:** The person should be standing with their back straight and their arms close to the body and feet to shoulder width.

After finishing a repetition, the patient should sit back and start the exercise again, until completing all the repetitions that their therapist has assigned them.

3.3. Overall functionality

Each step of the real exercise has been adapted to the program through states: a scan be seen in Table 1. Different states involve simple and essential actions that can be performed by people without any brain or degenerative damage. However, patients suffering from these types of disorder have difficulty in several situations, which makes their life more difficult. In this way, the system follows five simple steps to facilitate the instructions and to help patients to perform the activity.

Each state checks if the users can achieve the following state. In the case of every requirement being satisfied, the users progress to the next state. However, if they do not manage to satisfy the requirements, the system informs them about their mistakes and what they should do to correct them. The users can stay in the same state or they can return to a previous one, depending on the exercise restrictions. With regard to the movement and position analysis, which was described in section 3.1, the system knows the right indications which must be shown to the patient as well as telling them the right moment to do it.
There are two different ways to carry out the exercise: restrictively and permissively. The first is focused on patients who are learning the exercise, so when they fail in one of the previous states, the system returns to this state automatically. The restrictive way, however, will be used by patients who have previously done the exercise several times, and therefore know the way the system operates. In this case, although some mistakes will have been made by the users in one of the previous steps, the system will advise them and allow them to go on with the task without having to go back.

Each time the steps are finished successfully, the system shows, through an instructions area, the following actions that must be performed in order to perform the next step. At the same time, in the animation area, there is a guide picture in which the same instruction is performed.

The program includes several sounds and voice orders in order to help the user to perform the exercise correctly. After checking the state, if the step has been completed, a congratulation sound will be emitted and an animation picture will appear at the bottom of the screen in the instructions area. Apart from the text pointing out the next action to perform, the users can choose to select the option of a voice that reads what is written in the instructions area. In the case of the users making a mistake, a sound will be emitted to make the users aware of it. The sound and voice system will be described in greater detail in Section 3.5.

3.4. User Interface

The system guides patients in their training and learning to get up from the chair by following each step (previously described) through an intuitive interface. The analysis carried out by the system, using the Kinect device, defines the interface behavior. The system continuously checks the posture and movement of the patient, as described in Section 3.1. The results obtained allow the system to know if the patient has performed any incorrect movement in order to create adequate interface indications to help with the completion of the exercise.

The system’s indications represent the main assistant element for patients and physiotherapists. The assistant helps during the execution of the exercise in a way that avoids the need for physiotherapists to physically be at the location where patients perform the therapy. In this way, the interface represents an essential component to be able to create a rehabilitation environment in which patients are corrected in the most natural possible way.

Three main areas make up the system interface: shown by Fig. 1. The broad area can be divided into the following components:
- Area with textual information (Fig. 1-1).
- Animation area (Fig. 1-2).
- Signal of Kinect (Fig. 1-3).

The first area indicates the action to be performed by the patient. To that end, the textual area shows the instructions to follow and uses a clear and large font. This component will be essential to guide users during the exercise, as it will show the next step if the current one has been accomplished, or a correction to be made to achieve successful completion.

The second area shows an animation in the form of a guide puppet that helps the instructions area to complete the feedback patients need to perform the exercise. The animation shown corresponds to the next action the patient has to perform, which is simultaneously indicated in the textual instructions area.

The main area covers the rest of the interface with the video signal offered by Kinect. The signal contains the patient working on the therapy with additional visual content. This information is essential because it indicates how the patients are performing the exercise, and then it allows them to check errors and to solve them. The main area can be divided into different parts, according to the information offered. Firstly, this area contains some animations, used to give indications for correction, and also to congratulate when the steps, or the whole exercise, are completed.

The correction animation is designed to indicate which body parts are badly positioned through a semi-transparent red area located in the related joints. As a result, the patients will be able to know where they are failing. Figs. 1-6 show an example in which a patient has positioned their feet incorrectly. In addition, the figures shows another correction using scales located in the upper area. This element represents the position of the patient’s’ back, in respect to the X axis. The scales lean to the left/right if the patient twists
incorrect posture is detected, in order to notify patients of their need for the user to correct their posture. Otherwise, if the patient makes a short twist movement, the scales slightly change position (not color): enough to indicate the unbalanced movement of the patient. This element is essential due to the importance of positioning the back in a straight way during each stage of the exercise. Red indications appear when an error is found, following the standard procedure of associating red with errors. Continuing with the same area, a congratulations message appears when a step is performed correctly. The correct area is completed with two sets of circles.

The first one is located on the left side and represents the number of attempts made through ellipses that change color with an animation when the user makes progress. The other one is located in the bottom area of the interface and indicates the progress of the whole exercise. This area is responsible for notifying the user in which step of the exercise they are. Just like the attempts, with a set of animated ellipses, the system shows the patient's progress. In this case, each ellipse contains an internal image that represents the related step.

Finally, the system shows a box with errors committed by the patient when an attempt is completed and highlights those that appear more than once (Figs. 2-7).

3.5. Sound system

The system contains a set of functions to offer users feedback using voices and sounds. To that end, the user should enable the related option located that is located in the configuration window (Section 3.6).

The patients who make use of the system are people from a wide age group, from children through to older people. The percentage of people with visual problems increases with age: 30% for people between 15 and 44, increasing to 100% for people older than 45. Therefore, the system needs to take into account that many users will have visual problems. The use of sound and issuing voice instructions becomes, therefore, an essential element.

The system generates a light error sound each time an incorrect posture is detected, in order to notify patients of what has occurred. In addition, the patient can enable the option to be notified by voice messages by using the configuration windows. The source of each error is analyzed with the aim of avoiding constant error repetitions. If the source is the same as for the last one, the system will not emit the error sound until the patient makes an error with a different source.

At the same time, the patient hears sounds when they complete an attempt or the whole exercise. This information provides the user with positive feedback so that they know when a step is correctly performed, without the need to focus on the visual animations.

The voice system helps patients by dictating the phrase that appears in the instructions area. The system checks the phrase to know if it is different to the previous one, in order to avoid constant repetitions, as occurs with the error sounds. In this case, the system considers a margin of 5 seconds before repeating the instructions, if the current and the last one are identical. In this way, the system avoids constant repetition of the same instruction. If the user performs the current instruction during its dictation, the sound is cancelled and the system starts the dictation of the next one. The sound system, with the visual reinforcement of the instructions area and the animations area, guides the user during the completion of the exercise and overcomes the possible doubts that the patients may have, relating to either incorrect movements or to the next step to be completed.

3.6. Exercise settings

Thanks to the system, patients and physiotherapists have the possibility to modify some options to configure exercises in a personalized way. The system offers three different ways to configure an exercise.

The first option is the possibility to turn on the sound during exercise, as has been mentioned in the previous section. This option will be available to patients and physiotherapists.

The next option allows setting the correction mode that the exercise will follow: permissive or restrictive mode. A description of each of these methods is provided to facilitate the choice. This option will only be available to the therapist.

And, finally, the system allows changing the difficulty of the exercise and enabling or disabling joints in the body. The system has been created to be useful for any patient. For example, if a patient has an immobilized arm, the system will always detect errors because of the checks. In this way, the system is able to work with threshold values of difficulty at any check step by modifying the body parts involved.

4. Evaluation

In this section we present the tests performed by a set of users throughout the different stages of the system's development.

The first tests were performed with five users without previous experience of the project, and they were focused on finding problems related to usability and functionality.
The second tests were performed by two experts in rehabilitation, and were based on finding out the level of usefulness of the application and fixing the errors found in the design of the different exercises. Below, we show the results obtained from these tests and the changes to be undertaken. Finally, we summarize the conclusions reached after the performance of the tests, highlighting the most important points extracted from both evaluations.

4.1. First evaluation

The set of the tests were performed on five users with different ages, two teenagers with a high level of knowledge in new technologies, an adult person with a medium level of knowledge in new technologies and two older people with inadequate or no knowledge of technology. None of them had previous experience in using the system.

The number of users selected to perform the test (five) is enough to discover 85% of the problems and pitfalls, according to the usability expert, Jakob Nielsen [6].

The tests were performed in a 7x4 meter room with a 24” screen as visualization device. A Kinect device was placed just below the screen, at a height of one meter above the ground.

In order to check whether the interface elements and the program functionality were intuitive enough, the users were not informed previously about how they should perform the rehabilitation exercises. They were just informed about the purpose of the exercise, and we analyzed the time they required to finish the exercise as well as the problems they had in performing the exercise.

If a user got stuck while performing the exercise, they were given some instructions to help them proceed. When they finished the first repetition of the exercise, they were required to identify each one of the user interface elements and the functionality they thought these elements had.

After gathering this information, both the functioning of the system and the user interface elements were explained to them. Once they knew how to perform the exercise, they were required to repeat it four more times, and they were given help if they had any difficulty.

Some changes were made to the system based on the feedback gathered from this evaluation. The most important ones were the following:

- Modification of the color of the scales, so that just the wrong half of was highlighted in red instead of highlighting the whole.
- Most of the commands included in the instruction box were rewritten to make them easier to understand.
- A voice and audio system was implemented to support the performance of the exercise, in order to help patients that can hardly read the commands displayed on the screen.
- The dummy guiding the exercise was modified to make it bigger and more intuitive.
- The color tone of the bones corrector was modified to make it semi-transparent so as not to interfere with the exercise.
- The content of the steps panel was modified to give better feedback to the user regarding the current step they are performing.

4.2. Second evaluation

This set of tests was performed with two experts in rehabilitation therapies who were collaborating with the project: a physiotherapist and an occupational therapist. The purpose of these tests was to check the actual usefulness of the system, as both therapists know well the behavior patterns and limitations of rehabilitation patients. In this way, they could reproduce the performance of the exercises to check that the system really meets all the requirements.

These tests were focused on checking the correct functioning of the system and gave less importance to the user interface. Both therapists performed the exercises imitating the behavior of a real patient. They also checked that every step performed in the exercise matched the previously programmed one, and that the system worked properly in terms of identifying the different steps.

While performing the evaluation, the therapists realized that the exercise did not adapt to the possibility of a patient having a disability or impairment in any of their limbs. If they simulated an idle arm, the exercise failed in the first verifications and it was impossible to finish the exercise, leaving the user stuck in one of the steps.

To solve the problem of users with disabilities or impairments, we modified the design of the system in such a way that the therapists could choose which parts of the body the system should focus on in every step and the degree of freedom of each part should have.

Another aspect of the system that was changed was giving the patient the possibility of avoiding showing their body on the screen, and, instead, substituting it with an abstract human figure.

The experts also proposed showing more information on the screen related to the failures committed by the users during the execution of the exercise. The problem with this was mainly cluttering the screen with too much information that could distract the user from the exercise. Instead, we proposed the implementation of a software module to store the patient’s statistics and failures during the exercise.

4.3. Evaluation conclusions

The first evaluation allowed us to improve the system in terms of simplicity and clarity of the user interface, making it more intuitive and easy to use. In addition, we were able to detect and fix the different kinds of problems found in every age range.

In general, the users of the first assessment concluded that the system was easy to use and comfortable. Thanks to the feedback comments received to improve the system we were able to fix most of the problems found during the assessment.

Regarding the heuristic evaluation and according to the therapists’ opinions, they concluded that the system would have a high level of acceptance within the sector, as it would
be really useful for the majority of patients following rehabilitation therapy. It was claimed that 90% of patients could use it without any problem.

The experts’ general conclusions were that the system could be a very useful element in performing their work as it allows patients to perform the exercises in a correct way and with the information needed in case they are primarily not able to do them properly. More time could, therefore, be dedicated to other patients.

5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have presented a system to support the rehabilitation therapies of patients with neurodegenerative problems and brain disorders when they need to perform common exercises, such as sitting down or getting up. We have developed a system to support one of the most commonly used exercises for the rehabilitation of disorders affecting the nervous system. This exercise has been designed exactly as it is performed in real life, including additional elements to allow the patient to perform the exercise individually without the therapist.

Apart from the exercises implemented in the system, we have also developed a system that allows the personalization of the exercises, so as they can be adapted to all types of patients.

With this system, and after a minimal training set by the experts, patients can perform the exercises by themselves. In this way, the system offers several benefits from both the point of view of the physiotherapists and the patients. Physiotherapists thus have a useful tool through which they can help patients without the need to be constantly present during the execution of the exercise.

Thus, physiotherapists may have more time to perform their tasks in a more efficient way. Additionally, patients can perform the exercises at the health center or even at home, which makes the rehabilitation process easier to follow by avoiding problems regarding time and distance; the patients can perform the exercises at any time and without the need for daily trips to the rehabilitation center.

The system acts as a personal assistant that guides patients during the rehabilitation process. In particular, the whole process is composed of a set of five states that are divided into three stages. The first stage is being seated on a chair and has two conditions: keeping the legs at a right angle and maintaining a straight back. The second stage consists in lifting the body, moving the back forwards and stretching the arms out. Finally, the patient should be able to get up autonomously.

They system offers enough indications to help patients complete the exercises correctly. The system continuously analyzes the postures and movements of the user. The system's indications and feedback depend on the result of this analysis. In this sense, the user interface becomes a key element in the system, as all its components have to be as clear and intuitive as possible in order to act as a guide for the exercise.

The interface includes textual indications, the current video signal, examples of how to perform each step in the exercise, and finally, images about corrections of postures and movements. Additionally, the interface offers animations to congratulate the correct performance of the exercise to encourage the patient.

Kinect is the device that allows movement-based interaction with the system. This device allows patients to interact with the system in a natural and intuitive way through postures and movements. In this paper we have shown how Kinect can be applied in health centers to solve a specific problem.

The system proposed presents a very promising future application. Firstly, we are working on the improvement of the user interface to make the interaction between the patient and the system as natural as possible.

Regarding the conclusions reached with the system evaluation (see section 4.3), we plan to create a new visualization mode that allows the user to choose an avatar to represent them in a virtual setting. In this way, we will solve the problem that some patients have when they see themselves on the screen, feeling uncomfortable with this situation.

Furthermore, we have the possibility of creating a system to store the statistics and failures committed by the patients while executing the exercise. In this way, the physiotherapist can control the patients’ rehabilitation evolution more efficiently.

Finally, we are considering more exercises to include in the system. The system described in this paper is composed of a unique but complete exercise used as a treatment for specific brain disorders. The goal is to offer different solutions for different health problems by supporting the execution of a broad set of rehabilitation exercises.
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